
DOG TOYS

mydogtoy.com
RETHINK DURABILITY

®

Soft, yet
MIGHTY®

strong!

       NO 
      WHITE POLY  
    STUFFING!

   The core of this toy is a 
  tough, durable plastic core,  
  so if your dog does get to the  
    core, it’s just like having a  
      whole new toy to 
        play with!

™
10

DURA-SCALE
 This Toy Is Ranked 10

The DuraScale™ is designed to give you insight on how 
durable the toy you are buying compares against another, 

ranking on a scale of 1 to 10 from least to most durable. 
Our goal is to help you purchase a toy suited for your dog’s 

needs. All of our toys are made with the same extremely 
durable construction, but the shape of the toy can impact a 

dog’s ability to penetrate the toy over time.
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Limited Guarantee: For defects in workmanship.  
To read the full details of our Limited Guarantee, please visit  

www.vipproducts.com
MIGHTY® dog toys are made from the highest quality materials to ensure your 

dog’s safety. Never leave a toy with your dog unattended. Dog toys are designed 
for interactive play and are not meant to be chewed or ingested by any animal. 

Failure to follow these instructions can result in injury to your pet.
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Made In China
REMOVE PACKAGING BEFORE GIVING TO DOG

ALL NEW MATERIAL    MATERIAUX NEUFS 
CONTENTS: RESINATED   CONTENU: FIBRE RÉSINÉ OUATE  
POLYESTER FIBER BATTING   DE POLYESTER
REG NO: OH 77240 (CN)   NO DE PERMIS OH 77240 (CN) 
REG. NO. 12T-1077606   NO DE PERMIS 12T-1077606
MADE IN CHINA   FABRIQUÉ EN CHINE

MULTIPLE LAYERS
A soft, durable fleece is wrapped around the plastic toy core. If 
your dog should get to the core, it’s like a whole new toy to play 

with! There is no white poly stuffing to create a mess, and the toy 
is soft on dog’s teeth and gums.

HOW ARE THEY MADE?
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